Introduction
The inaugural Asia Clean Energy Summit (ACES) was held on the 28th and 29th of October 2014 and
saw 700 participants and speakers from 19 countries attend. Held at the Sands Expo and Convention
Centre as part of the Singapore International Energy Week, ACES was organised by the Sustainable
Energy Association of Singapore (SEAS), and co-organised by the Energy Research Institute @ NTU
(ERI@N) and the Solar Energy Research Institute of Singapore (SERIS).
ACES covered important trends, issues and challenges to clean energy adoption and what can be
done to address these. For example, financing is a key component for clean energy project
development. In the PV Asia Financial Summit, various topics like bankability, new business models
and the landscape of solar PV were discussed. Singapore is growing as a credible market for solar,
thus in Solarising Singapore, the rise of solar PV in Singapore was discussed and potential adopters
got a chance to hear from the experts about the benefits of installing solar PV and how they could do
so.
Policy makers and private sector also have an important role to play in advancing clean energy. Thus
the Clean Energy Leaders’ Dialogue tacked issues that the top level decision makers have to consider
before embarking on clean energy projects. The dialogue witnessed top utility leaders, PV
manufacturers and developers and policy professionals exchanging best practices and debating
trends and solutions in the clean energy industry. Technology advancements are at the heart of this
industry and thus we had the PV Scientific Conference, Offshore Renewables, Power to Gas and
Fuels, and the Smart Grids conferences, analyzing & presenting the latest technology trends and
developments. The Sustainable Laboratories conference was launched for the first time and it
covered topics in laboratory sustainability, with a special workshop conducted by the University of
California, Irvine.
Thus, ACES provides the platform for leaders from both public & private sectors, academics as well as
financiers to discuss, debate & collaborate to harness clean energy for future and accelerate its
adoption.

“I think it was a highly successful event which further contributed to promote the industry
and confirm that there is a market for solar in Singapore. We have received positive
feedback from industry players as well as adopters, which is good, and from our
perspective, the event helped us raise the profile of the company.”
Lionel Steinitz, CEO & Founder,
LYS Energy
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Key Figures
Participants
Local - Singapore
Overseas
Australia
Belgium
Brunei
Canada
China
France
Germany
Hong Kong
Japan
Korea
Total

Pax
766
91
5
2
1
1
1
8
9
2
10
1

Malaysia
Myanmar
New Zealand
Philippines
Switzerland
Thailand
The Netherlands
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
United States

13
1
2
3
3
6
1
1
10
11
857

“The conference provided great coverage and insights on upcoming trends in this
sector, such as emerging smart grid technologies. I was able to interact with many
senior management level participants and look forward to participating in ACES
again next year.”
Dallon Kay, President & CEO
Diamond Energy Group
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Conference Overview
Opening Ceremony Highlights
ACES was officially launched at the opening ceremony of ACES, by Minister S Iswaran who was the
Guest of Honour. The minster, together with heads from SERIS, ERI@N,EDB and SEAS launched ACES.
ACES is the beginning of an exciting journey for SEAS, for our partners and for Singapore, to develop
Singapore into a major regional centre for sustainable energy.

The minister also announced the launch of the Renewable Energy Integrated Demonstrator –
Singapore (REIDS), and SEAS is proud to be one of the partners of this initiative. SEAS Chairman Mr
Edwin Khew, was one of the signatories at the pledge signing by partners.
Clean Energy Leaders’ Dialogue Highlights
One of the other events held at ACES, the Clean Energy Leaders Dialogue served as the opening
plenary for the Asia Clean Energy Summit by bringing together leaders in the regional solar and
renewables space. The Dialogue saw top utility leaders, PV manufacturers and developers and policy
professionals exchanging best practices and debating trends and solutions in the clean energy
industry.

“I have attended a few conferences in my career, and this was certainly a top notch, high
quality content, nice venue, well organized.”
Alon Shaham, CEO
Belectric Southeast Asia Pte Ltd
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Solarising Singapore and Solar Pioneer Awards Highlights
At Solarising Singapore adopters of solar had the opportunity to hear from the experts and
understand not only the technology but also the new business model of solar leasing. Singapore
expects to install 80 – 100MWp of solar over the next 15 months, thus the growth is massive.
However, many potential adopters are unaware that solar PV in Singapore has reached grid parity
and that solar leasing is one option to help deal with high upfront costs as there are no upfront costs
in solar leasing schemes. Some pioneering companies were also presented with awards for their
early and innovative adoption of solar at the Solar Pioneer Awards. The winners were: Cambridge
Industrial Trust, Katoen Natie, Tech-Link Storage Engineering, UTC, & Mr George Lim.

PV Financial Summit
The PV Financial Summit drew a
good number of investors as well as
project developers to discuss and
debate the financing around the
solar industry in Singapore and the
region. During the panel session,
there were calls for more
partnership, and more distributed
generation and microgrids, as well as
stable legislation, and assurance. The
market needs assurance from the
government in form of stable
legislation in order for it to develop. Investors too need to be educated and informed in the area of
clean energy for them to scale up investments. Overall, it was acknowledged that stable policy
frameworks and innovative business models were needed in order for clean energy adoption to
move forward.
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Sustainable Laboratories Conference
The Sustainable Laboratories
Group Singapore was launched by
SEAS and ERI@N earlier this year,
and this is the first Sustainable
Laboratories
Conference
organised by the group. Wendell
Brase,
Vice-Chancellor
of
Administration at the University
of California, Irvine, and Matt
Gudorf, Campus Energy Manager,
conducted a workshop on how UC
Irvine managed to cut laboratory
energy consumption by 50% for a
packed room of enthusiastic participants. They shared a whole range of technologies and practices
that they used on campus to help them achieve this, such as lighting solutions. Local experts like Dr.
Derrick Tan of 1st Phase Operations also shared what makes a laboratory sustainable. As part of the
conference, some attendees signed up for a tour of sustainable labs in Singapore a day after the
conference concluded.

“An unprecedented gathering of the lab facility stakeholders in Singapore.”
Derrick Tan, Ph.D., Managing Consultant
1st Phase Operations
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Publicity
Online & Print:
1. Business Times, 28 October 2014
2. The Straits Times, 28 October 2014
3. Channelnews Asia, 28 October 2014
4. The Straits Times, 29 October 2014
5. Eco-business.com, 30 October 2014
6. Eco-Business.com, 4 November 2014
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Overall Feedback
The overall feedback about ACES was good and the most valuable take-away for participants was the
effective communication of topics. Many participants were also impressed with the speakers’
knowledge. We look forward to bringing more value added discussions and opportunities for next
year’s edition of the Asia Clean Energy Summit, further improving on this year’s event.
SEAS is very happy and proud to be associated with ACES and all the many supporting government
agencies and institutions who have worked together with us to stage this conference. This is the
beginning of an exciting journey for SEAS and Singapore to develop into a major regional centre for
sustainable energy. We are confident and optimistic that, with a very supportive government and a
capable and enterprising private sector, Singapore will meet its key objectives of being a centre for
sustainable energy technology solutions and project development. Through ACES, SEAS hopes to
establish thought leadership in sustainable energy, and create a platform for sustainable energy
stakeholders from government, industry and academia.

“ACES provided many opportunities for me to meet with potential business partners
not only in Singapore but from Brunei, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, China and
India. The contacts from Singapore were very interesting for scientific cooperation
and trading opportunities. I was impressed with the quality and number of people I
met at ACES. Without SEAS’ support, I would have missed out on this profitable
opportunity.”

Sponsors for Asia Clean Energy Summit 2014
Dr. Gennaro Bracale - President and CEO,
SOLARSPOT International Srl., Italy
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Sponsors for ACES 2014

See You Next Year!
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